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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Packham

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I object to the proposal to split the village and established community of Moseley between two
new wards, Moseley and Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill. Moseley is an organic community
between Yardley Wood Road to the east and Russell Road/Edgbaston Road to the west. The
proposal will seriously impact on local democracy and people's ability to secure representation
for Moseley as a whole through one ward councillor. The councillor for Balsall Health and
Cannon Hill will represent the central business area of Moseley along Alcester Road but those of
us living in the new Moseley Ward will have much reduced opportunity to influence decisions
affecting the heart of our community as our councillor will not represent the business retail and
service centre. Moseley is a vibrant community in substantial part because its numerous civic
and community organisations bring people together from both sides of the A435 and work
effectively with local and city representatives, the police etc through the support of a single
ward councillor. I urge the Local Government Boundary Commission to review this proposal and
to unite the core area of Moseley into a single Moseley Ward. It should review its wider
Birmingham proposals where other established and easily recognised communities face similar
fragmentation, and consider the negative consequences for local democracy of reducing the
number of wards and therefore councillors in Birmingham.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7752
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Rajwinder kaur Padam

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
Hi Dear,just to let you kn ow that we are very concerned about hearing the current news about
changing Hall Green ward. we have been living in the Hall Green past 30 years and we do not
want this to happen. Hall Green has a very good community and we are living in good
neighbour hood watch. I my self Mrs Rajwinder K Padam came into the country 30 years ago
and i studied in Hall Green college and at the same time i taught in Hall Green college for a
good 18 years. my children grew up in this area and they all been to Hall Green School. we will
request to remain as Hall Green b28. thank you kind regards Rajwinder K Padam

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7149

03/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:13
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Erdington ward Birmingham

From: Lin Page [
Sent: 08 February 2016 13:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington ward Birmingham

I ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale Ward,
a two member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member Kingstanding
Ward, two member Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a Stockland
Green Ward. With the Erdington Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West, Sutton in the
North, Pype Hayes and Holly Lane in the East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road in the South.
Thank you
Lin Page,
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sophie Painter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I attended the Jan 16th meeting ‘Your Moseley – fight for it NOW’ and expressed my objection
to the proposal there. I’m now writing to make sure that you take note of my objection. I live
at
Moseley and strongly object to the split of Moseley into different Wards. The
proposed boundary would damage so much that the Moseley community has built up over many
decades. The proposed changes fly in the face of your own policy guidelines. Your current
proposal would dismantle a very well established community of place and will wreck local
governance. The losses that would affect me most are: • A Moseley ward boundary that does
not encompass the two Moseley conservation areas is pulling apart an area with over 150 years
of historical cohesion and resonance; • The partnership between the Moseley Society and
Moseley councillors which created two Moseley conservation areas would be broken, and the
volunteers who monitor planning applications would have a totally unnecessary increase in their
workload; • The work of many years on the Moseley Big Plan, by Moseley residents, businesses
and the Council, resulting in a Supplementary Planning Document, would be lost. All the effort
by volunteers and council officers, made to improve economic development in this part of the
city, would be wasted, at a time when we have real opportunities to accelerate this, particularly
in line with the reopening of Moseley mooted element of the HS2 connectivity package; • The
centre of Moseley must be in Moseley Ward; • Moseley Parish Church must be in Moseley Ward;
• St Columba’s Church must be in Moseley Ward; • Moseley Park must be in Moseley Ward; •
The Moseley Exchange must be in Moseley Ward; The incredible number of Moseley volunteers
who work for the Moseley community, including myself at the Moseley B13 magazine, to nurture
and develop the place they live in and love must not have their workload increased by the need
to liaise with different ward councillors and officers. The volunteers may well give up. I feel
strongly about unnecessary problems caused for all of the community groups including Moseley
Forum, Moseley in Lights, the Moseley Exchange, The Moseley Society, Moseley in Bloom,
Moseley Park & Pool, Moseley Interfaith Group, Moseley Festival, Sustainable Moseley, Moseley
Arts Market, Moseley Farmers Market & Moseley B13 Magazine.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7457
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

John Palmer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Having been a Hall Green resident for almost 40 years I find some of the proposals to the
boundary changes conflict with both local understanding and my experience of living in Hall
Green. Refering to your document "How to propose a pattern of wards: Helping you make the
strongest possible case to the Commission" it suggests that Main Rule number two is: Reflecting
the interests and identities of local communities – this means establishing electoral
arrangements which, as far as possible, maintain local ties and where boundaries are easily
identifiable. With the proposal to take Hall Green Parade, Hall Green Station, Hall Green
Surgery and the College (widely known as the Hall Green College) into a area to be known as
Tyseley this could not be further from the intention of that rule. Similarly it should be noted
that Tyseley does not include the well known Tyseley Station nor Tyseley Locomotive Works
(formerly Birmingham Railway Museum) which comes within the proposed Acocks Green. The
document "Electoral reviews: Technical Guidance April 2014" states: 4.60 In determining names
for wards and divisions, we aim to avoid causing confusion amongst local electors and ensure
that names are distinct and easily identifiable, especially in two-tier areas. In my opinion this is
not respected in the proposal. From the perspective of reducing the number councillor districts
there would seem to be no explicit reason given, and again from the above document: 4.48
There is no upper limit in legislation regarding the number of councillors that may be returned
from each ward or division. However, we take the view that wards or divisions returning more
than three councillors results in a dilution of accountability to the electorate and we will not
normally recommend a number above that figure. Hence the current situation with three
councillors able to provide representation for the people of Hall Green is not excessive. As
stated in 4.37 It is essential, therefore, that those taking part in a review who make a case on
the basis of community identities and interests can explain to us exactly what the community is
and, more importantly, what defines it and marks it out as distinct from others. On this basis I
feel that it is in order to point out that since 2012 a website dedicated to the Hall Green
Community has been reflecting the activities of the current interpretation of Hall Green as it is
known and understood by its residents. Taking all these points into consideration I trust that
the Local Government Boundary Commission will reconsider the proposed changes to reflect
more accurately the representation of the local inhabitants and voters. John Palmer

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7542
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Kate Panagamuwa

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Clearly the proposal for Moseley doesn't keep the identity or interests of the area together... it
is split and wrongly named at it's very core. Moseley park, Moseley village centre (the shops),
Moseley Festival, the Moseley Community Development Trust, Moseley in Bloom, Moseley
Christmas Lights, Moseley St Mary's Church. Moseley Hall Hospital and if the railway station in
Moseley ever reopened, that also wouldn't be in Moseley!! What about the Moseley Conservation
Area?? Isn't that quite relevant to defining the boundary of the area? How does this proposal in
any way respect the identity of the Moseley Community? We have a very clear identity as a
part of Birmingham. Many people work very hard to contribute to the building of that sense of
community which has been recognised nationally recently. I think it's a terrible waste of the
time of highly committed volunteers who work year round to build this community to have to
respond to this! But respond they and we have. Huge community engagement and concern
about this. Can I suggest that Moseley is allowed to be in the ward of Moseley. The natural
boundary to the west is Russell Road... the edge of Cannon Hill Park. The southern boundary on
the road with Queensbridge School ( as marked). I am less familiar with the northern and
eastern boundaries.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6872

19/01/2016

What happens when a red ship crashes into a blue ship?
The 1971 film version of "The Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight" was one of those rare occasions when Hollywood confused the
role of director with the movie's central comic idea. Here's what one viewer said about it: 'this movie is a complete misfire, and a
very talented cast is wasted thanks to a bad script and very sloppy direction'. There's more of the same online, at some length,
just for the looking.

For my money, a movie with that kind of name really ought to have had Walter Brennan in it, as the sometimes bumbling,
sometimes inspired geezer in many TV and film roles.
One film in particular is pertinent to the current Birmingham boundary review. It's called 'The Over-the-Hill Gang', and Brennan
co-stars with several other elderly actors in a genteel cowboy morality play: "All of the acting was wonderful and you really pulled
for the old men as they proved that experience and deception will defeat youth every time." Or, as another viewer put it, "I do
love both of the Over-The-Hill Gang movies mainly because you will never get a chance to see so many scene stealing character
actors in one film no matter how hard you look. All these familiar faces, familiar in mostly westerns. I'm betting these guys didn't
appear together for the most part before now because it was impossible to have had that much ham in any one film."
Thing is, Brennan wouldn't have fit the role of mayor Nard Lundy. Brennan was a good guy, a stalwart. For Lundy's role, we need
someone more like Colin Mellors. The 17 January 2016 broadcast of Mellors talking about the Birmingham boundary review is a
pretty good screen test, and here's a screenshot from that segment, juxtaposed with one of Edward Andrews as Lundy. The
physical resemblance is pretty good, as is the on-screen demeanour.

*The passengers get marooned!

But even Mellors isn't quite suited to the role. In The Over-the-Hill Gang, the mendacious mayor needs an inept sidekick or three,
and he must be seen to be in charge. Where Birmingham is concerned, the available actors include Bob Kerslake, Greg Clark, John
Crabtree, Albert Bore, and latterly, John Clancy. Of the bunch, Kerslake makes a sort of Stan Laurel to Mellors' Oliver Hardy, and
the others are largely bit players. They're in it for the ham.
Lundy is clearly the more conniving of the two - and for this particular movie it doesn't suit to have the weaker character in the
lead role. So Mr. Mellors will have to settle for the role of magistrate Amos Polk (as played by Andy Devine).

That leaves open the role of sheriff Clyde Barnes' paranoid, trigger-happy and narcissistic character, played in the film by Jack
Elam. While one might suppose the former High Sheriff of the West Midlands would walk right in to that role, what's needed is a
distinctly paranoid personality with a tendency to shoot without regard for the consequences. Mr. Crabtree is an unknown
quantity in that respect, whereas Mr. Bore is clearly capable of an OTT performance to match those of Kerslake & Mellors. And he
gets written out of the story pretty quick-like at a certain point.
That leaves a cipher over Mr. Crabtree's place in the script, and leaves Mr. Clark in the role of an absent, but potentially
countermanding governor.
As with any third-rate movie, the actors are chosen first, and a script devised as a vehicle for them. Ciphers notwithstanding,
having got the actors sorted, it's time to look at the script. Clearly, in the case of Birmingham, the script is about how mismanage
a city, with successive layers of interfering bureaucrats brought in to wreak havoc on an incredulous citizenry. Theoretically
someone rides in to save the day, but in this case, it would have to be the townspeople as a whole, rather than any one hero.
There are no heroes in Birmingham. Perhaps Cllr Clancy is as close as it gets, though he too signs up to the sham scheme.
the draft proposals "are simply not good enough" and "do not reflect the community identities across this city" – John Clancy, Council Leader

While one expects an evil mastermind to be manipulating events behind the scenes, and a few key lieutenants to orchestrate
things like beating up the town reporter, it's also the case that lower-ranking ciphers each have their own crucial bits of dirty work
to carry out. What's great about this script is that it holds each malfeasant public servant to account through his own
misjudgement: the various lackeys kill each other off through their own inability to see the bigger picture.
In other words, no hero is required; each of the nasty characters witlessly engineers his own downfall. Of course, that's the way it
happens in the movie, not necessarily in real life. Movies like this require an absence of credulity. Though that looks increasingly
likely to be true of the Boundary Review as well. Credulous onlookers stand to be disappointed.
So, here's the plot as it stands. A distinctly paranoid sheriff rules the town through a combination of bluster, bullying and
micromanagement. A passing charlatan observes this and decides to blackmail the sheriff into appointing him as mayor. The
ersatz mayor then brings in his crew of lowbrow but inept lieutenants to turn things upside down and inside out. At first the
sheriff pretends there's nothing amiss, and carries on as normal, but is soon forced out of his job by legitimate councillors who see
their authority usurped and their integrity undermined. But by then it's too late.
The corrupt mayor's next act is to wreck the town assembly (and any prospect of legitimate governance) by creating a set of
voting precincts that cannot function in any coherent manner. To accomplish this, the mayor appoints a supposedly independent
judge and publishes a set of redistricting principles, but, behind the scenes, Lundy tells the crooked judge to ignore the published

*The passengers get marooned!

principles and apply the sham pastiche instead. The underhand boundary scheme creates a silly number of councillors and
ensures that they are unable to work together in support of their constituents.
"the exercise would be easier if we simply called it 1 to 77" – Colin Mellors

In a clear case of political doublespeak, Lundy's maladministration is all done under the guise of bringing 'fairness' and 'efficiency'
to the town. Lundy claims to have the governor's mandate, and that he's in town to empower the locals and make the town more
prosperous. At this point residents start to grumble about this as unhelpful meddling on the part of passing snake-oil vendors;
that they've got more pressing issues to address, and would prefer to deal with issues in a more effective manner. The local press
picks up on the dissatisfaction, and highlights a few of the more absurd elements of Lundy's plan. When questions are put to
Judge Polk, he says that the level of outrage is a good thing, as it shows people care. He pointedly sidesteps the fact that people
are reacting to the disruption his scheme will cause; that they care more about having a well-governed town than about his
autocratically-imposed and ill-conceived doctrine.
It's clear to the locals that the two lead characters are dissembling, and have plotted to preclude any meaningful public
participation. While the judge has set up a consultation of sorts, it's clearly a charade that contains several self-defeating
preconditions. There's nothing in it for the townspeople, and no point in them participating in the sham. They cannot bring about
an honest result, so might as well go to the movies, or write spurious comments and randomly drawn boundary lines on their
consultation forms.
"I propose naming the wards after the 77 most visited cities across the world. Less confusing that way" – Birmingham Twitter user

Of course, neither the venal judge nor his mercenary boss are serious about anything other than their own self interest. They'll be
off to make a dog's dinner of the next local government at the earliest opportunity, leaving the townspeople to deal with the
mess. The town government collapses while some of the bamboozled residents bicker over uncollected rubbish, closures of
libraries and community centres, while not realising the scale of deception being wrought upon them.
This leaves the script with no particular resolution. The town has been savaged, but the conmen have moved on. There's nowt to
do but pick up the pieces. There's no money for that, and there are no public employees left to run the various services. The locals
are left wondering which way is up, and have a bitter feeling about local government after what they've been through.
"Since the Boundary Commission ignores two of its three legal mandates, there's no point in helping them make a mess of the other"
– Facebook user

Ultimately, this raises further questions about the town's future, and leaves it vulnerable to the next lot of carpetbaggers. But
that's the way some movies go. Turns out there's no place for cheerful and upright Walter Brennan in this fatalistic, noir script.
Instead, it needs Ingmar Bergman as director.
End of story

*The passengers get marooned!
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Conrad Parke

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Moseley is a neighbourhood of distinct character and unique issues. The proposed boundary
changes remove the heart of Moseley and moves it into a neighbouring ward. This makes little
sense to me and I'm sure other Moseley residents. It will mean issues pertinent to Moseley
Village (i.e. the shopping area with many bars and restaurants) will no longer be able to be
addressed through Moseley Ward where most Moseley residents will be able to express their
concerns and effect redress. Where Moseley Village has been placed now (in Balsall Heath and
Cannon Hill) risks it becoming marginalised when, in truth, it one of Birmingham's major assets.
The people of Moseley will want to work to maintain the village as such an asset and these
proposed changes will complicate this process is a very unwanted way. The village has gone
from strength to strength in past two decades (just read all the articles in the Guardian about
it) doing something that may undo this progress would be retrograde step. Please keep Moseley
as it is!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6583
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

M Parker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Living in Yardley and having brought our home there, I find it unreasonable that you are
looking to rename the area Stechford. If we wanted to buy a house in Stetchford then we
would have done. Will this then affect property prices? The historical Yardley Church is on my
road and that too will fall in the renaming. I find sit obsurd that this was found to even be a
possible solution. Surely doing so diminishes the area completely and he respect for the church
being at the heart of the district. I do hope you seriously consider the suggestions here as I
cannot imagine anyone will be happy with such a move. Yours sincerely M Parker

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7203
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Parker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I Christopher Parker and my Wife Barbara are not happy at the proposed boundry changes to
move Dunnigan Road, Buttermere Drive and surrounding roads from Bartley Green Ward to
Weoley Castle. This is also the view of the majority of other residents in this estate that was
built in the late 70's as HARBORNE RISE. We like and respect our local councillore John, Bruice
and Vivian who have servered us well for many years and we all wish to be served by them in
the future. PLEASE LEAVE WELL ALONE and as the saying goes DON'T REPAIR SOMETHING
THAT IS NOT BROKEN. Chris Parker

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6945

25/01/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
07 January 2016 13:46
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Objection to reduction in the number of Sutton councillors

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From:
Sent: 07 January 2016 13:39
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to reduction in the number of Sutton councillors
I wish to register my objection to the plans to reduce the number of councillors in Sutton Coldirld to 10. I believe
that having 11 councillors in the Sutton area would be be fairer and more justified given the number of residents per
councillor.
The cynic in me ‐ a view shared by a large proportion of friends and neighbours ‐ leads me to wonder whether an
opportunity is being taken here to reduce the number of Conservative councillors from Sutton who can challenge
the Labour group in the council.
This is a poor decision and simply cannot be justified.
Please ensure that Sutton has at least 11 councillors, not 10, or my slowly evaporating faith in the authority and
'raison d'être' of the council will disappear for good.
Richard Parkin

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

shazia parneen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
the tyseley name is ok and I am happy but there is no youth clubs for my children. we need
more stuff for children at reddings park and the community centre too.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7092

29/01/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:19
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed break-up of Erdington Community

From: Victor & Rosemary Parslow
Sent: 08 February 2016 11:37
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Proposed break‐up of Erdington Community
Dear Sirs,
I have been an Erdington resident for over
years (born & bred) and my wife has lived here for more than
30 years. We object most strongly to the destruction of this long-standing community. The suggestion that
Erdington Station, Erdington Abbey and the area between be separated from traditional Erdington is an
insult to Erdington residents!
We therefore ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale
Ward, a two member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member Kingstanding Ward,
two member Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a Stockland Green Ward. With
the Erdington Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West, Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and
Holly Lane in the East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road in the South.
Yours faithfully,
Victor J. Parslow

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
02 February 2016 10:37
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall Green Birmingham Boundary Changes

From: go parveen
Sent: 31 January 2016 12:51
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall Green Birmingham Boundary Changes

1

To the Review Commissioner,
After hearing about the boundary changes I was upset and disappointed with the commission
as this area has been Hall Green since the 16th Century, as well as this Colebank Road,
Sarehole Mill, Hall Green Parade, Hall Green train station, South and City College and Hall
Green Church have always been identified with Hall Green. These changes will confuse the
area as Hall Green is a residential area whereas, Tyseley has always been an industrial area
and moving the proposed roads into Tyseley would confuse the geography. In addition,
when an individual considers purchasing a property the house will have a B28 postcode this
will confuse buyers, rather than assisting them in their decision. Futhermore, Tyseley
already has a train station and to move Hall Green train station into Tyseley will only taking
away from Hall Green.
I do not understand how a review board in a different part of the country can draw a line on
a map and make these decisions that impact the community in Birmingham and disrupt our
daily lives. We have a strong identity at present with Hall Green community board running
for the past 96 years with a variety of activities including kids club, bowling club and
library.
I would also like to highlight the medical services provided by Hall Green Health at present
this services assists 30,000 people with Tyseley coming into the ward this will overstretch
medical services and will provided insufficient services for the existing residents. Hall Green
as a community has come together to oppose these proposed changes, this has shown our
strong community identify which we are proud of and wish to retain.
2

I hope your board reconsiders this decision and leaves Hall Green as it currently is as Sutton
Coldfield has 4000/5000 voters per ward with one councillor, which I find contradicting as
at present Hall green has double/triple that but you still wish to reduce the councillors. Our
Councillors have put forward propositions which I support and hope you will look at this
and reconsider.
Yours Faithfully,
Mrs G Parveen
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Martin Passmore

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: none

Comment text:
I would like to express my unhappiness with the proposals for the Moseley ward and area.
Moseley is an identifiable local community that the proposal chops up such that even the
Moseley village centre is not in the Moseley ward. We are a community with identity and a
voice. The proposed changes damage this and will marginalise us and damage our voice in the
city. These things make a difference to our sense of belonging and to our cohesion as a
community. Please reconsider and produce a ward that encompasses the whole of Moseley. I
understand that the Moseley community group have made a suitable proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6557
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sandra Passmore

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I thought part of the purpose of the changes was to improve governance of Birmingham - but
the proposed changes won't do this - especially as they cut across established communities.
People are more likely to be democratically active when they have an emotional involvement in
an area - when people think they belong somewhere they are more likely to want to improve
the area. By dividing local communities you also divide people and weaken democracy - so
achieving exactly the opposite of what you wanted. Moseley has a very strong identity yet this
will destroy and needs to be rethought and take account of local views. Moseley Forum and
many other local groups have proposed changes that will allow Moseley to flourish. Or at the
very least - make no changes to existing boundaries until issues have been resolved.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7348
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Pravin Patel

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs, I would like to voice my opinion AGAINST the proposed change in boundary for
Moseley ward as attached. I am not sure if there is a petition or another means for voicing my
opinion, please do let ,me know. The current boundary serves well for ALL of the ward with its
rich communities, services and facilities. Any changes to this will have an adverse effect to
these – and thus cannot support the same. Best REGARDS

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6480
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah Patel

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a resident in the jewellery quarter and I am not convinced that the grouping with winson
green makes sense for either areas as they are very diverse and it seems hard to see how they
would be well represented as one area. I am aware that the Jewellery Quarter Neighbourhood
Forum has made an alternative proposal which I am in support of and I believe should be given
consideration as an alternative way forward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7499
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

James Patrick

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have checked the boundaries where I live and they seem fine but more concerned about a
leaflet I received that my insurance will go up because I will be living in Tyseley. Not that I
believe that after checking it out but misinformation is confusing. james

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7095
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
18 January 2016 15:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission

From: Iris Pattison
Sent: 18 January 2016 15:12
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission
Dear Sirs
I understand that the Boundary Commission is adopting the Birmingham City Council's plans to reduce the number of
councillors for Sutton Coldfield to ten instead of the existing number of eleven. I protest most strongly against this
plan because it will reduce the number of councillors who represent the Town of Sutton Coldfield. As a member of
the public, who is proud of the fact that the Town dates back to Bishop Vesey, I feel that it is essential that there are at
least eleven councillors to speak on our behalf at Birmingham Council meetings so that there is a fair representation
of the population of Sutton Coldfield.
Yours sincerely
Iris Pattison (Mrs)
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
18 January 2016 08:42
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Objection to proposed changes to wards in Birmingham

From: Stephen Pattison
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2016 5:06 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to proposed changes to wards in Birmingham

Dear Friend,
I write to object to the proposals for changing ward boundaries in Birmingham. I am not persuaded that
the changes proposed will improve local government in Birmingham. It is not so much a reduction of total
numbers of councillors that we need as different ways of working on the Council.
I write in particular to object to the proposals made to reform the boundaries around Moseley. I am a
resident of central Moseley, some 50 yards away from the centre of this suburb, yet I will find myself in a
ward called Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill. While I can see the advantage of evening up numbers between
wards, it makes absolutely no sense to split this suburb with a very clear identity of its own between
different wards. I do not think that the Commission has given adequate consideration to the factors of
having regard to identity and to the effective delivery of local services. Many people, including our
Councillors of all parties, have worked hard to ensure that this area with a defined centre and sense of
identity has aligned services and political organisation. This is imperilled by the proposed changes which
place the centre of the suburb on the edge of wards so that it will be difficult for our local representative
organisations to deal with local government agencies.
I very much hope that the Commission will see its way to re‐thinking these proposals generally, and the
ones affecting Moseley in particular. I believe that proposals have been submitted by the Moseley Forum
that propose a ward that is basically focussed on the post code B13 and this will make more sense if it is
insisted that the general proposals for Birmingham should go ahead.
Thank you in anticipation of your taking my views into account.
Yours,
Stephen Pattison
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Hitesh Pattni

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The boundary for the end of Quintin and beginning of Harborne needs to stay as
Wolverhampton Rd South following the old Harborne to Wolverhampton Rail line through the
central reservation of Wolverhampton Rd South B32.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Carol Paul

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please do not remove the historical name LONGBRIDGE.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Vivienne Payne

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am adding my voice to dismay, disagreement and distress created by the proposed ward
boundary changes in Birmingham. this clamour has come from politicians, councillors and
residents alike. The Local Boundary Commission states that "we aim to ensure that the pattern
of the wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities as well as promoting local
government" but the current boundaries will fail on both of these criteria. It may fulfill the
'electoral equality' criteria, but this should be the final consideration as true electoral equality
cannot be conferred by numbers alone. There the plethora of evidence showing that coherent
geographical areas allow finances to be targeted more accurately and that empowered
communities are more likely to provide their own support network. Furthermore individuals who
feel empowered and involved are less likely to require additional resources and funding.
However, the new boundaries show little regard for communities, their preferences and needs or
indeed, an understanding of Birmingham or what makes it work as a city. They will not promote
effective local government and in the long term will incur additional social and financial costs.
For example, Springfield has been dismantled and erroneously lumped into a large ward Sparkhill. This has been made into "north and south' which is a ridiculous way to describe
different areas and can only cause confusion. Presumably there is an expectation in the future
that these will be consumed into one vast ward even though it covers very different areas,
identities and issues inherent in a large multi-cultural city. If Springfield must be disregarded
then the part around Wake Green and Sarehole has always been associated with Moseley. It
contains an area associated with Tolkein around Sarehole Mill and the green spaces bequeathed
by A. H. Foster who lived locally. It makes sense to include this in Moseley and Kings Heath
Ward. But I understand that Moseley Village itself has been carved into segments that divide
current communities into areas that do not make financial, geographical, social or psychological
sense. The same has happened to Hall Green and presumabley to other areas affected by the
current proposals. The proposals may work in some areas, but they do not work here. The
consultation needs to be longer, the reasons for the boundaries being changed reviewed and
the mapping tools made transparent and based on current social, historical and geographical
communities and not a spurious concept of electoral equality that has little meaning in the
context of people's daily lives and realities.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Name:

Tony Peace

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Hall Greenians against stupid bureaucratic nonsense

Comment text:
Hi , we live in
, HALL GREEN... We do NOT want to live in
, Tyseley !
You have upset a lot of people with this proposal including my elderly neighbors who have lived
in their house for 50+ years and are distraught ! You should not only withdraw the proposal,
frankly you should apologise for its insensitivity ! Please do not make these changes they are
ridiculous !

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Jennifer Peacock

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
These proposed changes cut Moseley in two. It makes a nonsense of the area called Moseley
village if half of it is subsumed in Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath, and that half a very important
part of the centre. Moseley has a distinctive identity, many community groups which have
meetings in Moseley Exchange , Moseley festivals, Christmas lights part funded by Moseley
businesses. We work closely with Kings Heath for some events but not Balsall Heath or Cannon
Hill. Our current councillors are very active and represent the ward well. If numbers of
councillors need to be reduced that is one issue, but to change our council representatives to
those representing large but very different areas will damage our effective representation as a
very distinct area with very distinct needs.
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Steve Peacock

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of
in Moseley, which under your proposals appears to be
arbitrarily bisected and mostly shunted into Kings Heath, I have a particular interest in
objecting to the Commission's plans. However, my opposition goes much further than this. As
far as I can see you, have concentrated on the first part of your brief - to carve up the city
into population chunks so that a reduced number of councillors can have roughly equal numbers
of electors; but you have completely failed - not just in Moseley but across our city - to take
account of what I and many fellow Brummies regard as the more important criteria: "to ensure
that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities as well as
promoting effective local government.". Your proposals do neither; in fact, if implemented, they
would do the very opposite and make it much more difficult for the members and organisations
that already function in our communities to retain their identities, lobby effectively and help
local government to be more effective. I don't accept that the case for fewer councillors has
been made, particularly as Kerslake also suggests devolving a lot of decision-making to a more
local level; but even if it was necessary, these proposed boundaries would not be the way to
make a smaller council work well. I try not to be rude, but these proposals look to me like a
crude numbers game, a particularly inept bit of London-based map-scribbling by people with
minimal understanding of our city, its communities and its people. I have seen a number of
counter-proposals, all of them well-meaning and all better that the Commission's attempt.
Some, particularly the combined Moseley community groups' submission, have a lot of merit
and and are certainly based on a proper understanding of the local community, but even that is
flawed and fails to take account of the concerns of some neighbouring communities. The
existing boundaries are not perfect - no ward map ever will be - but they work and have the
benefit of being familiar. People in the communities have found ways of working with them. I
would strongly argue for the status quo to remain, at least until someone comes up with
compelling reasons for change and a reasoned and workable solution. Kerslake and the
Boundary Commission have failed on both counts so far and to implement these proposals
would cause the opposite of the improved governance of Birmingham that we all seek.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:22
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Objection to proposed new boundaries in Moseley Ward

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: jpearsongriffiths
Sent: 08 February 2016 09:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to proposed new boundaries in Moseley Ward
I was born in Moseley Ward in
and have lived there for most of my life and was horrified by the bizarre and
random boundary lines suggested by the The Ward Boundaries Commission.
The new boundaries have randomly chopped and divided up a thriving working community into a bureaucratic
muddle.
The new proposals suggest a new Moseley ward with no discernible centre and a very small park named Balsall
Heath Park. The actual popular and lively Moseley Village centre with all the usual facilities of supermarkets, shops,
farmers' market, pubs, restaurants, post office, parish church, Moseley Park and Pool and two conservation areas
have all been randomly moved into Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath Ward. Two leading National Newspapers have
published articles declaring Moseley as being one of the best places to live when the HS2 connectivity package is
completed.
There are many volunteer groups who work to promote all the extra projects that help a community to function,
including the Moseley Forum who dropped leaflets and arranged huge very well attended meeting that publicised
the proposed changes, the vote was overwhelmingly against them. Partnerships between the Moseley Society and
Moseley Councillors would be broken and all the efforts made by volunteers to improve economic development
would be wasted. Moseley is a widely diverse community and has a Festival, Arts market, Interfaith Group and
publishes it's own magazine, its residents, many whom are friends, neighbours and acquaintances of mine, are
deeply upset at the random 'red biro' chopping up of a well loved community.
Janice Pearson Griffiths (Mrs)
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E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like my house to stay as
I have lived at
since 200,
but lived in the Edgbaston area since 1991. I would strongly object to the boundary changing.
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Athanasios Peppas

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, As an owner of a flat in the Jewellery Quarter area, I feel the new proposal regarding the
ward changes will have an adverse affect on the community identity of the area. As the most
popular non-commercialised part of the city center, Jewellery Quarter needs full and proper
representation and support in the City Council. Kind Regards, Athanasios Peppas
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 January 2016 08:48
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham City Council

From: David Pepper [mailto:
Sent: 08 January 2016 07:37
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham City Council

Dear Sirs
I believe it be wrong that the number of councillors should be reduced from 11 to 10 when the numbers
per ward are so much higher than elsewhere in Birmingham.
David Pepper
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M Perkins

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please change your proposals for the north Birmingham area to be:- A Pype Hayes Ward
including Birches Green a Castle Vale Ward, a two member Erdington Ward, a Perry Common
Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, a two member Kingstanding Ward, a Stockland Green
Ward and a two member Oscott Ward. With an Erdington Ward which boundaries are the
borders of Sutton Coldfield to the North, Court Lane to the West, to the South the traditional
border with Gravelly Hill/Birches Green of Wood End Road/Kingsbury Road is used. To the East
the border is the border of Pype Hayes, enabling Holly Park Drive and Qujincy Drive to remain
in Erdington.
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P Perkins

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Re: Your reviews regarding North Birmingham Area and would ask you to change your
proposals as follows:L- A Pype Hayes Ward including Birches Green, a Castle Vale Ward, a two
member Erdington Ward a Perry Common Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, a two
member Kingstanding Ward, a Stockland Green Ward and a two member Oscott Ward. With an
Erdington Ward which boundaries are the border of Sutton Coldfield to the North, Court Lane to
the West, to the South the traditional border with Gravelly Hill/Birches Green of Wood End
Road/Kingstanding Road is used. To the East the border is the border of Pype Haes, enabling
Holly Park Drive and Quincey Drive to remain in Erdington.
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Jan Perks

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Good evening, I wish to register my objection to the names you gave given to some historical
wards that are of current interest to local people but which have been overlooked by you. In
particular the current areas of Moseley and Yardley. I grew up near Moseley and have lived in
Yardley for 28 years hence my interest in those two areas but my feelings apply to all similar
wards in Birmingham. As far as Moseley and Yardley are concerned, both are old villages with
historical links that go back hundreds of years yet you have not only chosen to name the wards
in which they are located without reference to them (Balsall Heath & Cannon Hill and Stetchford
East) but have used their names in wards that whilst they are adjacent are actually far from
the historical villages I have referred too. The citizens of Birmingham are a diverse bunch and
are rightly proud to be so. We also recognise that we are a relatively new city when compared
to others of our size. Having said that, we are proud of our history and of the history of those
old villages that make up this city. I have no objections to the number of wards or their
boundaries as you have drawn them but please will you revisit the names you have chosen and
where those historical links are clear, pay heed and name them accordingly. Thank you
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E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
The proposed boundaries do not meet the Boundary Commissions own stated criteria. My
concerns relate to Moseley and nearby areas, but it is very clear that other areas further afield
in Birmingham will be similarly adversely affected. I grew up in Moseley and later returned
here, spending about 30 years of my life here. I have also lived in the Moseley ends of Balsall
Heath and Sparkhill. I did a lot of community work in Balsall Heath for over 20 years. At the
heart of how our communities (and neighbouring communities) survive and even thrive in what
can be economically difficult times is communication. A web of community groups, meetings,
liaison, networking etc. This is important for everything from ensuring individuals get the
support they need through to raising funding for our whole community and through making use
of all the individual resources and efforts of those that live, study, worship, work, and visit
here. This means that our networks map onto council networks and neighbouring area
networks. We plan together, work together, move forward together. Then you carve up our
boundaries. Let us look at Moseley. We still want to move forward and we hold a community
meeting to plan. Which of our six councillors covering five wards will come to that meeting?
Probably not all. So how many meetings do we have to hold? How many different ward
meetings will our community activists and leaders need to attend to get the interests of our
community put forward? Being realistic, there are only so many people that will actually go to
enough different meetings to pull it all together, to ensure that all five wards move forward
together, to ensure that we don't have to do battle with neighbours with different aims. Our
neighbours in Balsall Heath have worked hard for decades now to produce and maintain
community identity and are on the threshold of creating a new village centre. What chance that
if you carve them up? We have a village centre, as we have had for centuries, but we will lose
it as it will cease to be part of Moseley. You are doing the same to other villages in
Birmingham. In other words, these new boundaries, will be a direct attack on our community
identity and we will lose effective and convenient local government. These changes will not
meet the Boundary Commission's stated aims, and indeed will worsen two out of the three,
whilst not actually producing an even number of electors per councillor. That will leave us in a
position where if we want to salvage anything out of this and to continue to survive as a
community, as we have since before the Domesday Book, we will just have to mostly ignore
what will now be ineffective and inconvenient local government and pull together via whatever
alternative mechanisms we have for survival, development etc., be that parish councils or
informal groupings with other areas that have also been chopped up, such as Balsall Heath,
Acocks Green, Hall Green etc. That may be what these boundary changes are about: making
Birmingham City Council less relevant and other structures more important. But the Commission
does not appear to have even attempted to make it look like there has been any attempt to
meet the second and third stated criteria and the first looks unconvincing. I challenge the
Boundary Commission to re-draw the new boundaries to actually meet its stated aims, not only
in relation to Moseley and nearby areas, but to the many other parts of Birmingham being
electorally destroyed this way.
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E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
It would be unfair to detach the well known 'Moseley Triangle' area from the Moseley ward. The
area is famous (and has been televised as such) as a desirable neighbourhood befitting of the
character of Moseley in architecture and culture, this is reflected in the premium applied to the
properties we have all worked hard to achieve and maintain. The commission has clearly and
publicly demonstrated its incompetence and complete lack of appreciation of the area by
removing the very heart of the suburb from its historical namesake. Please bureaucrats and
tinkermen find something worthwhile and meaningful to do with the time that us hard working
tax payers have to fund.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:22
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Erdington Ward

From: David Perry
Sent: 08 February 2016 09:08
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington Ward

Dear Sirs
I am concerned that your plans will have a very negative effect on the Erdington community. Please review.
See detail.
"We ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale Ward, a two
member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member Kingstanding Ward, two member
Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a Stockland Green Ward. With the Erdington
Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West, Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and Holly Lane in the
East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road in the South”
Many thanks
Dave and Gill Perry ( Erdington residents for 69 years)
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
09 February 2016 09:17
Pascoe, Mark
FW: boundry changes

From: zoe peryer
Sent: 08 February 2016 23:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: boundry changes

Dear Sir/Madam
I attended the Jan 16th meeting ‘Your Moseley – fight for it NOW’ and expressed my objection to the
proposal there. I’m now writing to make sure that you take note of my objection.

It seems crazy that you intend to divide Birmingham up into areas that do not reflect local
community groups or identities. The proposal to not have ‘Moseley Village’ in Moseley is
ridiculous, so is losing Longbridge and the Jewellery Quarter, to name but a few.
It appears that this decision has been rushed and requires a longer consultation period, especially
since it has only been reviewed for 8 weeks, which included the Christmas period. It has not
given enough time for academics and local people to understand the changes or comment.
My concern is that the proposed changes have not taken into account the levels of deprivation
highlighted in the ‘Why Do Neighbourhoods Stay Poor? Deprivation, Place and People in Birmingham’ (A
report to the Barrow Cadbury Trust) in various wards and that this will not be helped by proposed
changes.
There are many groups within the city that do excellent work on a volunteer basis and working
with the new proposals would make their work much harder in many situations. Particularly in
areas that would have to deal with many more councillors from different wards, for example
Mosely. It would also make it hard for areas where there was no change in councillors for 4 years
due to the new proposals in election periods.
It would also appear that the decisions to change the wards have been made in London with little
knowledge of local communities and have failed to reflect local community identity or review
effective and convenient local government. This decision seems to be an attempt to undermine
local government and increase pressures put upon them.
I ask that the period for consultation is increased so that informed decisions can be made that will
benefit and enhance Birmingham residents.
Yours sincerely
Zoe Peryer (
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
14 January 2016 13:46
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary change for Yardley

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Tony Petch
Sent: 14 January 2016 13:43
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary change for Yardley
Dear sirs,
My wife and I have lived in Yardley over 40years. If we wanted to live in Stechford we would have moved there.
I believe that changing our home address would have a detrimental effect on house value.
Loss of the historical name of Yardley is not acceptable.
We request you leave the boundary unchanged.
Yours
Captain Anthony Petch.
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7 February 2016
Dear Sirs,
Boundary changes affecting Moseley, Birmingham
We do not live in Moseley, but some of our friends and family do. We and they
are appalled by your proposed boundary changes, which seem to us to represent
an assault on community values, rather than a reflection of them. They will not
provide for effective local government, and any convenience attached to them
will certainly not be that of local residents.
Creating a Moseley ward which does not include the two Moseley conservation
areas will make nonsense of the area’s palpable sense of historical cohesion. As
residents of a different suburb, we can only wish that our area possessed the
cultural and economic vibrancy which Moseley so obviously has.
It would be absurd for the centre of Moseley no longer to be in Moseley, and for
the community’s strong sense of identity to be destroyed. People who are proud
to be part of what makes Moseley so special would be bundled into
neighbouring but different communities, with which they feel nothing in
common.
We hope these ill-considered and damaging proposals will be swiftly rejected.
Yours faithfully,
Paul Pharaoh

Lynn Pharaoh

The Review Officer (Birmingham)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
By email to reviews@lgbce.org.uk
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Comment text:
I propose retaining the existing Edgbaston ward boundary and not changing it. I propose
removing the proposed area of Harborne in current proposals to enable this to happen as it
makes more sense to keep Edgbaston together as the community it has been for over 200
years.
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Until this point, many residents feel that the term 'North Edgbaston' was not
recognised, as it has always simply been called Edgbaston. I feel part of the
broader Edgbaston community on a number of levels, as most of my work,
educational and social links are to the south in Edgbaston, including shops,
schools, sports clubs, pubs etc. My children were educated in Edgbaston, I shop
in Edgbaston, have friends in Edgbaston, socialise on Edgbaston etc.
The proposed Summerfield ward would create a mix of very disparate areas with
a different history and character which would clearly make it difficult for
councillors to offer a single voice or represent the community fairly. Summerfield
headcount statistics appear to indicate that the new ward would be larger than
the new Edgbaston ward so the proposal appears to fail on its goal to reduce
headcount. It is not simply a matter of ensuring that the numbers per ward are
balanced. The community nature of Edgbaston ward as it stands should be
revisited.
Summerfield would not have a community of much common interest either. It
would be very mixed and may produce a result for its electorate that is not
representative.
I believe disruption to the community could be avoided altogether by not including
parts of Harborne into the ward of Edgbaston under the proposed changes, and
therefore retaining Edgbaston as the community it is. Leaving Harborne out and
keeping Edgbaston in Edgbaston seems a more sensible approach.
The Boundary Commission has stated that there is no evidence that the
recommendations will have an adverse effect on local taxes, house prices, or car
and house insurance premiums and refuse to acknowledge any representations
based on these issues.
A great deal of compelling evidence has and is being gathered and we have
professional advice from Robert Powell and Hadleigh estate agents stating that
prices will be absolutely be affected based on their knowledge and experience.
Indeed I worked as a estate covering the whole of Edgbaston for many years
iand it is quite obvious this will affect things. Simply dismissing this seems very
unfair and I would therefore like to know what precise methods you used to
determine this lack of evidence as indeed this should be made public.
I understand from our action group that the Boundary Commission does not have
any evidence of impact to house prices either way. This was confirmed by one of
its review officers to a member of our action group, Heledd Williams Iqbal.
The statement in your draft recommendations in paragraph 12, that: "There is no
evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on local taxes,
house prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not, therefore,
able to take into account any representations which are based on these issues" is
therefore highly misleading as it implies evidence has been sought and shows
that there is no impact, when in fact it hasn’t even been sought.
I believe many people will have been misled by this paragraph 12 statement and
as a result have not including genuine concerns on their responses – I would
argue this is UNFAIR.
I quote Mike Kerr of Hadleigh Estate Agents ( a letter can be provided as
evidence) “I have been an Estate Agent in the Harborne and Edgbaston area for
the last 25 years, and I concur with the thoughts as shown by Messrs James

•

Powell of Robert Powell & Co. I believe that the proposed changes to
Summerville for the areas North of the Hagley Road will dramatically effect their
saleability which, stated quite bluntly, will have a detrimental effect on their
values”.
I am seeking legal advice to consider the feasibility of a judicial review to overturn
any decision, in the event that the current proposals should become reality.

Please accept this submission as formal objection the proposed removal of North
Edgbaston from Edgbaston Ward for the grounds set out in this letter.

Yours faithfully,
Mrs. Ira Phedon
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E-mail:
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Comment text:
i have not redrawn the map as I believe the existing ward boundary should remain for
Edgbaston and the proposed section of Harborne should be removed from the proposal to
enable this to happen as it makes more sense to retain the existing community together- my
submission explains this.
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sentiment amongst residents and indeed my family, is to retain the Edgbaston ward
as it stands, as this neatly defines a community with common values. The proposed
boundary changes cut straight through the parish too and would separate the parish
into three electoral wards.
5. I feel there is strong supporting rationale underpinned by history, community and
connectivity, to retain the existing Edgbaston ward, as follows:
a. History and Conservation - T Slater’s book, 'Edgbaston: A History'*,
reaffirms the area has been Edgbaston consistently for over 150 years.
Edgbaston has two conservation areas, one of which is St Augustine’s church
in north Edgbaston, and the whole ward has a substantial number of listed
buildings and houses of architectural merit. A number of residents have
deeds for their homes from as far back as 1850, detailing Edgbaston.
b. Community - The community has a strong sense of place. It is a connected
and active community within Edgbaston, and until this point, many residents
feel that the term 'North Edgbaston' was not recognised, as it has always
simply been called Edgbaston. The community feels part of the broader
Edgbaston community on a number of levels, as most economic, educational
and social links are to the south in Edgbaston, including shops, schools,
sports clubs, pubs etc. My children were educated in Edgbaston, we shop in
Edgbaston, We have friends in Edgbaston, we socialise on Edgbaston etc.
And I bought and invested in my property because it’s in Edgbaston.
c. Connectivity –The proposed Summerfield ward would create a mix of very
disparate areas with a different history and character which would clearly
make it difficult for councillors to offer a single voice or represent the
community fairly. Summerfield headcount statistics appear to indicate that the
new ward would be larger than the new Edgbaston ward so the proposal
appears to fail on its goal to reduce headcount. The proposed changes are
supposed to balance up the size of the wards yet the proposed size of the
new Summerfield ward is 3,000 people bigger than proposed Edgbaston. I
estimate North Edgbaston has 1,500 people so leaving as part of Edgbaston
would achieve better balance. It’s also questionable that Edgbaston will grow
by 5000 people in the next few years. Maintaining electoral equality is
important but an area, be it a ward or constituency should have matters in
common that enable it to have a reasonable prospect of obtaining suitable
representation. It is not simply a matter of ensuring that the numbers per
ward are balanced. The community nature of Edgbaston ward as it stands
should be revisited.
Summerfield would not have a community of much common interest either. It
would be very mixed and may produce a result for its electorate that
represents one extreme or the other, this is not improving or even maintaining
electoral equality.

6. Alternative Ward proposal
Instead of excluding a long standing part of Edgbaston from the Edgbaston ward, this
disruption of a historic neighbourhood and wider community could be avoided
altogether by not including parts of Harborne into the ward of Edgbaston under the
proposed changes. Harborne is as much an obvious known suburb as Edgbaston
and would, in all likelihood prefer to stay part of Harborne. Leaving Harborne out and
keeping Edgbaston in Edgbaston seems a more sensible approach.
7. Challenging the criteria – The Boundary Commission has stated that there is no
evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on local taxes, house
prices, or car and house insurance premiums and refuse to acknowledge any
representations based on these issues. This is clearly unreasonable and residents
are currently seeking both expert and legal advice as it seems inappropriate for the
Commission to dismiss this important element of the decision-making process by
simply citing a lack of evidence.
A great deal of compelling evidence has and is being gathered and we have
professional advice from Robert Powell and Hadleigh estate agents stating that
prices will be absolutely be affected based on their knowledge and experience. I
would like to know what precise methods you used to determine this lack of evidence
as this should be made public. I understand from our action group that the Boundary
Commission does not have any evidence of impact to house prices either way. This
was confirmed by one of its review officers to a member of our action group, Heledd
Williams Iqbal.
The statement in your draft recommendations in paragraph 12, that: "There is no
evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on local taxes, house
prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not, therefore, able to take
into account any representations which are based on these issues" is therefore
highly misleading as it implies evidence has been sought and shows that there is no
impact, when in fact it hasn’t even been sought. How many people have been misled
by this paragraph 12 statement and as a result have not made perfectly legitimate
responses on this point is to be considered again determining a flawed and
unrepresentative and fair process in my view.
I quote Mike Kerr of Hadleigh Estate Agents ( a letter can be provided as evidence) “I
have been an Estate Agent in the Harborne and Edgbaston area for the last 25
years, and I concur with the thoughts as shown by Messrs James Powell of Robert
Powell & Co. I believe that the proposed changes to Summerville for the areas North
of the Hagley Road will dramatically effect their saleability which, stated quite bluntly,
will have a detrimental effect on their values”.
8. Additionally, I have noted that business premises that fall north of the Hagley Road
have been included inside the re-defined Edgbaston ward (while residents have not)
and I would like to understand how businesses have been able to make a case for
their need to remain in Edgbaston ward.

9. I along with other neighbours, are seeking legal advice to consider the feasibility of a
judicial review to overturn any decision, in the event that the current proposals should
become reality.
Please accept this submission as formal objection the proposed removal of North Edgbaston
from Edgbaston Ward for the grounds set out in this letter. I want to keep my community
joined and cohesive.

Yours faithfully,
Paul Phedon
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Comment text:
i have not redrawn the map as I believe the existing ward of Edgbaston should remain
unchanged- please see my attached notes
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February 7 2016

Dear Sirs
Submission re Proposed Birmingham Boundary ChangesEdgbaston/Summerfield
I am a resident of Edgbaston, I grew up in Edgbaston and like being a part of the
Edgbaston community and want to remain in Edgbaston ward for a number of reasons. I
believe these proposals will potentially dismantle my community which would be
unfortunate for the community and the progress of the area.
I object to the proposed boundary changes that would create a proposed ward of
Summerfield for the following reasons;
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

North Edgbaston is an established and cohesive community, i.e., Edgbaston. I
have no connection with Summerfield.
I was not formally informed or approached regarding the consultation process. I
only know about this whole process due to an email distributed by a single
resident on January 4th 2016 to my parents. If I didn’t get this from a concerned
neighbour I may still not have heard about it. This household has not had one
official direct piece of communication from my local Councillors, Birmingham City
Council or the Boundary Commission advising me of this process and my rights
to respond to it
Many of my neighbours and indeed my family feel strongly about retaining the
Edgbaston ward as it stands, as this neatly defines a community with common
values. The proposed boundary changes cut straight through the parish too and
would separate the parish into three electoral wards.
This area has been Edgbaston consistently for over 200 years
I live and socialise in Edgbaston- I have many links with Edgbaston and not
Summerfield
The proposed ward would create a mix of very disparate areas with a different
history and character which would clearly make it difficult for councillors to offer a
single voice or represent the community fairly.
Summerfield headcount statistics appear to indicate that the new ward would be
larger than the new Edgbaston ward so the proposal appears to fail on its goal to
reduce headcount.
It may produce a result for its electorate that is not representative.
I believe disruption to the community could be avoided altogether by not including
parts of Harborne into the ward of Edgbaston under the proposed changes, and
therefore retaining Edgbaston as the community it is. Leaving Harborne out and
keeping Edgbaston in Edgbaston seems a more sensible approach.

•

•
•

•

•

The Boundary Commission has stated that there is no evidence that the
recommendations will have an adverse effect on local taxes, house prices, or car
and house insurance premiums and refuse to acknowledge any representations
based on these issues.
Local estate agents, Robert Powell and Hadleigh, categorically believe that prices
will be affected based on their knowledge and experience.
I understand from our action group that the Boundary Commission does not have
any evidence of impact to house prices either way. This was confirmed by one of
its review officers to a member of our action group, Heledd Williams Iqbal.
I quote Mike Kerr of Hadleigh Estate Agents ( a letter can be provided as
evidence) “I have been an Estate Agent in the Harborne and Edgbaston area for
the last 25 years, and I concur with the thoughts as shown by Messrs James
Powell of Robert Powell & Co. I believe that the proposed changes to
Summerville for the areas North of the Hagley Road will dramatically affect their
saleability which, stated quite bluntly, will have a detrimental effect on their
values”.
I am supporting my family and neighbours who are keen to secure legal support
to consider the feasibility of a judicial review to overturn any decision, in the event
that the current proposals should become reality.

Please accept this submission as formal objection the proposed removal of North
Edgbaston from Edgbaston Ward for the grounds set out in this letter.

Yours faithfully,
Timothy Phedon

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
10 February 2016 11:31
Pascoe, Mark
FW:

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Mrs Michelle A Phillips
Sent: 09 February 2016 19:05
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject:
Dear Sir/Madam

I would like to put forward my objection to the boundary commission proposal to move Kings Park West out of Kings
Norton ward and into the West Heath ward.

Whilst I recognise and largely support the need for Birmingham Council to be a more effective force by reducing it's
councillors to 101, I feel that your decision is not based on a true reflection of the current geographic, as it does not
appear to have Kings Park West on the map in question, therefore the proposal should not go forward without prior
notice being given to the residents In Kings Park West.

Your proposal would suggest that we are the forgotten ones who do not live in a democratic society, as you the
elected party has failed in the most basic area of communication by operating a non consultative process with your
own residents, and failing to allow their voices to be heard.

Does this mean that when essential services and maintenance is required, that both sides will say it's "NOT IN MY
WARD"?.

What the council needs to do is investigate wastage, as you clearly do not speak to the ordinance office, and that I
have paid my council tax for this road since 2011, and yet you have failed to recognise me on the map.

Does this mean I am entitled to a refund?.

This road (together with a handful of houses on Rednal Road also built by Persimmon) were built in 2011. Residents
would like the road to remain in Kings Norton.
The current proposals would create a boundary along a very narrow alleyway, which is a source of crime and anti‐
social behaviour for both residents in Kings Park West, Nearhill Road and Heathleigh Road. A Neighbourhood Watch
group exists for Kings Park West. Residents work with the police and myself to tackle the issue and I fear that the
source of the problem is split into two wards, it will be more difficult to tackle.
My other worry is that due to access difficulties, the proposal could create a forgotten road if Kings Park West were
to move from Kings Norton into West Heath.
1

There is a long gap between houses to the west of West Heath Hospital to the Rednal Road part of the Kings Park
West development. The only other access is from the alleyway to Nearhill Road (which would be in a different
ward). It would make common sense to keep Kings Norton with the nearest group of houses ‐ Nearhill Road and
Heathleigh Road.
Residents in the road look towards Kings Norton and not West Heath. When houses were sold by Persimmon, it was
made clear that Kings Park West was in Kings Norton and we would not like that to change.

My proposal is that you therefore start the boundary around the perimeter of West Heath Hospital and continue to
have Kings Park West served by the Kings Norton ward.

I would welcome your comments

Regards
Michelle Phillips
Resident
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
09 February 2016 16:33
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Changes - Objection

From: steven phillips
Sent: 09 February 2016 13:26
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Boundary Changes ‐ Objection

Dear sir/Madam
I would like to put forward my objection to the boundary commission proposal to move Kings Park
West out of Kings Norton ward and into the West Heath ward.
whilst I recognise and largely support the need for Birmingham Council to be a more effective
force by reducing it's councillors to 101, I feel that your decision is not based on a true reflection of
the current geographic, as it does not appear to have Kings Park West on the map in question,
therefore the proposal should not go forward without prior notice being given to the residents In
Kings Park West.
Your proposal would suggest that we are the forgotten ones who do not live in a democratic
society, as you the elected party has failed in the most basic area of communication by operating
a non consultative process with your own residents, and failing to allow their voices to be heard.
Does this mean that when essential services and maintenance is required, that both sides will say
it's "NOT IN MY WARD"?.
What the council needs to do is investigate wastage, as you clearly do not speak to the ordinance
office, and that I have paid my council tax for this road since 2011, and yet you have failed to
recognise me on the map.
Does this mean I am entitled to a refund?.
This road (together with a handful of houses on Rednal Road also built by Persimmon) were built
in 2011. Residents would like the road to remain in Kings Norton.
The current proposals would create a boundary along a very narrow alleyway, which is a source of
crime and anti-social behaviour for both residents in Kings Park West, Nearhill Road and
Heathleigh Road. A Neighbourhood Watch group exists for Kings Park West. Residents work with
the police and myself to tackle the issue and I fear that the source of the problem is split into two
wards, it will be more difficult to tackle.
My other worry is that due to access difficulties, the proposal could create a forgotten road if Kings
Park West were to move from Kings Norton into West Heath.
There is a long gap between houses to the west of West Heath Hospital to the Rednal Road part
of the Kings Park West development. The only other access is from the alleyway to Nearhill Road
(which would be in a different ward). It would make common sense to keep Kings Norton with the
nearest group of houses - Nearhill Road and Heathleigh Road.
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Residents in the road look towards Kings Norton and not West Heath. When houses were sold by
Persimmon, it was made clear that Kings Park West was in Kings Norton and we would not like
that to change.
My proposal is that you therefore start the boundary around the perimeter of West Heath Hospital
and continue to have Kings Park West served by the Kings Norton ward.
I would welcome your comments
Regards
Steven Phillips
Resident

I would like to largely support the commission's proposals for the Kings Norton area but would like
to make a few observations. The road where I live (a
Kings Norton postcode) - does not appear on the map above yet is being moved into a proposed
ward called West Heath. This road (together with a handful of houses on Rednal Road also built
by Persimmon) were built in 2011. Residents would like the road to remain in Kings Norton.
The current proposals would create a boundary along a very narrow alleyway, which is a source of
crime and anti-social behaviour for both residents in Kings Park West, Nearhill Road and
Heathleigh Road. A Neighbourhood Watch group exists for Kings Park West. Residents work with
the police and myself to tackle the issue and I fear that the source of the problem is split into two
wards, it will be more difficult to tackle.
My worry is that due to access difficulties, the proposal could create a forgotten road if Kings Park
West were to move from Kings Norton into West Heath. There is a long gap between houses to
the west of West Heath Hospital to the Rednal Road part of the Kings Park West development.
The only other access is from the alleyway to Nearhill Road (which would be in a different ward). It
would make common sense to keep Kings Norton with the nearest group of houses - Nearhill
Road and Heathleigh Road.
Residents in the road look towards Kings Norton and not West Heath. When houses were sold by
Persimmon, it was made clear that Kings Park West was in Kings Norton and we would not like
that to change.
Thank you for reading.
Your Name.
2
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Comment text:
I would like to make the following observations about the proposed boundary changes in Sutton
Coldfield. I have lived in Sutton Coldfield all my adult life and for the past 40 years have lived
within the Whitehouse Common community and I am therefore appalled to see that under the
changes Whitehouse Common will be split in two. I cannot see the justification for this and
consider it will be extremely detrimental to the community. We have brought our family up in
this community until out children left home to go to university and they have both returned and
married now living in Sutton Coldfield. Whitehouse Common has many features which have
made it a strong community worthy of having its own ward and representative Councillor. We
have a thriving and successful primary school which both my children attended and where I
have served as a Governor for some years, probably out of gratitude for the good education my
children received. We have well used local shops, a church and a health centre. People enjoy
living in this community and bringing up families here as I did, in an area with low crime rates
and a feeling of safety ~ these things are fostered by strong neighbourhoods. For these reasons
and others please give serious thought to creating an additional ward for Whitehouse Common
with our own Councillor to represent us. Many thanks.
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Comment text:
Having looked at the proposals for Sutton Coldfield I would like to suggest that there is a
strong case for Whitehouse Common to be a ward in its own right rather than being split in
two. I have lived in this community for 40 years, my children have attended Whitehouse
Common Primary School and my husband has been for some years a Governor there. There is a
strong sense of community in Whitehouse Common with the excellent school, local shops, public
house, health centre and church. People move here and stay here as it is an excellent place to
bring up a family and for this reason alone I feel it is imperative that this local community not
be divided into two. It really makes no sense. I believe in community, in people putting back
into their local area in whichever way they are able ~ I also serve on 2 School a governing
Bodies, one a secondary school and one a special school. I cannot emphasise enough my
opposition to Whitehouse Common being divided in half. We need and deserve a ward in our
own right with our own Councillor to represent us.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
26 January 2016 09:20
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green Birmingham

From: Liz Picken
Sent: 25 January 2016 22:39
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed Boundary Changes to Hall Green Birmingham
Dear Sirs
It is with deep concern that we have read of your proposed boundary changes to Birmingham and specifically to our
ward of Hall Green.
My husband was born in Hall Green and has lived in the ward all his life. I have lived here for forty years and this
gives an indication of the pride and enjoyment we take from our historic community. In your proposed changes we
would no longer be part of Hall Green, becoming residents of the Tyseley ward thus tearing us away from our roots
and our heritage. We personally would not only lose our identity and community, but Hall Green Station would be in
Tyseley as would Hall Green College. Hall Green shopping parade would also suffer the same fate and the historical
Sarehole Mill, with its’ association to Tolkien, would also find itself removed to Tyseley. Hall Green Health would be in
Tyseley as would Hall Green Library. What confused message does this send to visitors to our city, but more to the
point, a whole community would be torn apart and disintegrate, a community with over three hundred years of history.
As a government you extol the virtues of Community Spirit, of Community Identity and Community Pride. You ask us
to encourage community relationships and integration, and to respect and care for our neighbours. This community
spirit is alive and well in Hall Green. We care for our neighbours, we care for our community young and old, we care
for our property – many of the houses are over 100 years old and have been modernised and cared for
sympathetically to their heritage. We take pride in the identity of our community, a community which you propose to
rip the heart from.
Birmingham is a thriving city. It has good local government and both the Council and Councillors work hard to attract
investment and business to the city. Currently the local Councillors are having to hold numerous meetings for
concerned, confused and irate residents of Hall Green – as well as other wards – to try and explain the thinking
behind the new boundary proposals – precious time that could be better used elsewhere. At a meeting we attended
last night no-one could understand the thought processes in place at the Boundaries Commission, not only for Hall
Green but for other wards too – the village of Moseley would be in Balsall Heath yet the Moseley ward still exists;
Tyseley station would be in Yardley West and Hall Green Station would be in Tyseley; get off the train to visit the
historic centre of Erdington and you will be in Stockland Green; the historic old fire station and police station at Acocks
Green would be in Yardley West; and so it goes on. Whoever took the red crayon for the new boundaries has no
concept or appreciation of the history and communities of Birmingham.
We understand, that in the Kerslake report on Birmingham, the recommendations required a review by the Boundary
Commission to consider the size of wards and look at reducing number of councillors by May 2017 election. We don’t
think that in order to achieve this aim the intention was to rip the heart out of Birmingham communities, which is what
is being proposed. Indeed the report also recommends that “Councillors to focus more on role as community leaders”.
Should these proposals be approved the question will be What communities? The councillors focus will be placating
the hundreds of residents who have had their communities taken away from them. We support the alternative solution
to the division of wards, as put forward by Birmingham City Council. In sub-dividing Hall Green into three wards, we
will retain the name Hall Green and become Hall Green North, Central and South, thus retaining the community and
its heritage. The recommendations of the Kerslake report will have been addressed, both in considering the size of
the wards and in allowing the Councillors to continue developing their role as excellent community leaders, and the
residents of Hall Green can continue living in the thriving, caring community in which they have so much pride.

Sincerely,
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Comment text:
Proposed Changes to Sutton area. First thank you for good news that Sutton boundary is being
retained intact. However I am unhappy with the proposed changes to split Boldmere & New
Oscott areas within Sutton. These two areas are quite integrated as for example I shop in both,
people use schools in both, attend church in either etc . So rather than separating into Parkside
& Boldmere I propose they are re-united as one ward (with 2 councillors) preferably with the
historic name of Sutton Vesey. This would keep our united identity & retain our link to a
important person in Sutton's history (Bishop Vesey) . In addition to complete our local "area" I
would like the southern bit of Sutton park that borders our area added back , thus retaining
our community in tact as far as possible whilst meeting your objectives . Thank you.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
03 February 2016 09:19
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Electoral review of Birmingham City Council (Mr Mark Pascoe)

From: Hazel Pollock
Sent: 02 February 2016 18:53
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Fw: Electoral review of Birmingham City Council (Mr Mark Pascoe)

Subject: Fwd: Electoral review of Birmingham City Council

Hazel Pollock (Mrs)

For the attention of Mr Mark Pascoe
re

Banners Gate, Birmingham/Sutton Coldfield area

Dear Mr Pascoe
Summary:
a) Thank you for being fairly evenhanded in distribution of population numbers
b) Thank you for keeping the proposed Sutton Parkside within the Sutton Coldfield family boundary
c) Thank you for your fairness in returning 1 councillor per ward in Sutton Coldfield except for the larger population
of Walmley/Minworth
d) Concern about the proposed "Parkside" name and the jettisoning of the more popular and well regarded name of
"Vesey"
e) Dismay at the suggestion that the whole of Sutton Park should be under the auspices of Four Oaks ward
Thank you for your letter dated 15 December 2015 with regard to the above and the Commission's proposed
recommendations for the City of Birmingham. Thank you also for your good offices in this respect. May I point out
that I live in the Banners Gate (Vesey Ward) area of Sutton Coldfield, the latter coming under the umbrella of City of
Birmingham?
I am replying to the letter via email (although I prefer letters) because of the inordinate amount of time it took for
my first letter to arrive on someone's desk (6 weeks from posting to date stamping.)
Having perused The Commission's website, I was pleased the Commission had been fairly evenhanded and fair in its
new proposals. There are, however, having studied the map more earnestly, a point or three which make me more
uneasy.
1) It is a shame that Sutton Vesey ward has had to be split but thank you for at least keeping the proposed
'Parkside' area in Sutton Coldfield (at the moment) by prefixing it with "Sutton". Seeing the spread of population
1

numbers, it is difficult to see any other solution. I would be more comfortable being conjoined with Boldmere but
recognize that the electorate numbers might render this prohibitive.
2) And I am also pleased to see you have been fair in recommending that only one councillor be returned for each
proposed new Sutton ward apart from Walmley and Minworth.
3) Sadly though, upon further study of the map (although it is rather indistinct), I was very disturbed to see what I
believe to be that the vast 3700 acre Sutton Park has been designated as part of Four Oaks and Maney, cutting out
the portion of the Park designated to Vesey ward. The area where I live is named after the Banners Gate entrance
to the Park. Why this has been part of Four Oaks ward all these years has been beyond my comprehension but I had
hoped this was an opportunity to change this and allow Vesey/Parkside/BG & NO their share of this precious
facility. The road in which I live is named after Westwood Coppice which borders the south‐western edge of the
Park, no more than 50 yards from my home but under the umbrella of an ward 4 miles away. And to further fuel
concern, taking an area already designated to Vesey ward from that ward, and "giving" it to Four Oaks. Please allow
us some stake in a Park which is so important to our wellbeing. There are no voters in the Park, no residents apart
from the wildlife so I cannot understand why this is proposed. The residents in Banners Gate have been
instrumental in the past in helping set up the playing area at the Banners Gate entrance, litter‐picking and
sometimes defending the Park from building plans and so on. Are we to have to get in touch with an alien councillor
to help if there is a problem with the Park on 'our' side?
One could be controversial enough to ask why not sweep Four Oaks from north‐east to south‐west, to the
Birmingham boundary, taking in the Park and Banners Gate‐New Oscott/Parkside and have a 2 councillor return and
call the whole area Four Oaks Ward?
Might it be more just and fair to cut the Park pie‐wise from a middle spot, perhaps the Jamboree Stone and
encompass Four Oaks, Maney, Boldmere, Banners Gate, Streetly and Little Aston in each slice, thus giving each ward
a stake in the Park's welfare............
 or even using the cargo‐carrying railway line which bisects the Park as the boundary (on perusal of the
map, this seems so obvious).........
or perhaps designate the whole Park to the proposed new Parkside ward boundary line as you seem to have
done to the Four Oaks ward? After all,
the name Parkside is more reflective of
its adjacency to the Park than Four Oaks.
I cannot emphasise enough how important Sutton Park is to its residents, not least those in Banners Gate. In
renaming the area Parkside, you are indeed diluting the Banners Gate community and pushing it away from the
Sutton Coldfield family. I hope there is a more rational and just way of dividing the Park and not using the middle of
Chester Road North (making "Parkside" even more vulnerable) and Monmouth Drive as boundaries. The
boundaries would be so much better absorbed in the neutrality of Sutton Park.
5) I am a little concerned that the splitting of the ward will have some impact on the imminent Parliamentary
boundary review ordered by the government before the next election in order to reduce members of parliament
numbers. "Divide and rule" is a concept which comes to mind and I note that Vesey ward appears to be the most
splintered of the Sutton wards, thus, I believe, diluting its efficacy as a community. One does not have to look long
at the map to realise where the electoral boundaries will be suggested in due course.
6) I would also have preferred not to have the ward called Parkside as there are other wards which are adjacent
to Sutton Park (Maney and Four Oaks). If not Sutton Banners Gate and New Oscott then the retention of the Sutton
Vesey ward name would have been preferable because residents are used to this nomenclature. I fail to
recognise that the name Parkside "reflects the interest and identity of the local community". Banners Gate and
New Oscott are well known areas, easily identified with (what was until this report) an important entrance to Sutton
Park at its "hinge". The name “Vesey” is embedded in Sutton Coldfield history with so many features in Sutton
Coldfield called “Vesey” and it would be comforting that our vulnerable area of Sutton Coldfield (bordering on to
Birmingham wards) is thought highly enough of to be offered retention the Vesey title.
Parkside is neither a generic or distinctive name but appears to be an arbitrary name made up to fit the (new)
map and the circumstances. I believe the residents of the Banners Gate and New Oscott areas deserve recognition
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through retention of the Vesey (or Banners Gate & New Oscott) name if they are to be parted from their Boldmere
(managing to retain its name) neighbour. The suggestion appears to be isolating the residents (and voters) of this
area of Sutton Coldfield. It will take a great deal to persuade me that this is any good reason.
At the very least, it would tie the area to the Sutton Coldfield family of wards. It is to be noted that all the other
proposed wards have retained a well known Sutton Coldfield locale nomenclature as has, as far as I can deduce, the
Birmingham wards so I am puzzled why it needs to be changed unless there is an underlying political
imperative. Sutton Banners Gate and New Oscott, although a little lengthy, would be favourable too. There
are lengthy names in Sutton Walmley and Minworth, Bromford and Hodge Hill, Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill, etc.
7) I have little interest in any of the major political parties but was dismayed and not a little cross to read the
Conservative submission's comments that Banners Gate residents were "not interested" in events elsewhere in
Vesey ward. This can only be hearsay and rhetoric and has little bearing on real life in Banners Gate. I, along with
many of my fellow residents, are very interested in all that goes on in Sutton Coldfield (one of our councillors and
the chairman of our Neighbourhood Forum are two of the stalwarts for the establishment of a Sutton Coldfield
Town Council. Hardly the actions of people who are "not interested"). This is a very patronising comment. As is
the view that Suttonians regard Banners Gate as the "other side of the Park". Well, it depends on which side of the
Park one is standing at the time! (As a Four Oaks resident/councillor, this might now take on a different hue). The
submission fails even to get the name of the local school correct. This reflects how neglectful the party is of this area
of Sutton Coldfield. Again, I cannot help think this is a stratagem to sever Banners Gate from Sutton Coldfield in
future.
I think such comments reflect how little Banners Gate is visited or studied by at least two its own councillors and
might turn such comments round by saying perhaps it is that the rest of Sutton Coldfield is not interested in
Banners Gate.
Again, I thank you for your attention and I do fear that once such proposed drafts are drawn up there is little that
will get them changed but I wonder if you might reconsider the name of the ward and rethink allowing the Banners
Gate and New Oscott voters their portion of Sutton Park please.
Yours
Hazel Pollock
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:29
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Re proposed Boundary Change node. 5688

From: phil.pollock
Sent: 07 February 2016 20:30
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Re proposed Boundary Change node. 5688

To whom it may concern
Reference the above, I have lived in Sutton Coldfield for 65 years, and find it illogical why you should
target changing the boundary between Sutton Coldfield and Birmingham. Furthermore I find it strange why
you want to split thd Vesey Ward into 2 s
The areas of Banners Gate and New Oscott sit adjacent to one another, each having a population of approx
8000, but when merged together under the locally well known name of VESEY (the name of which goes
back to the 1600's). When joined together we have good schools, shopping centres and as a result we have
no wish to be broken up into 2 seperate wards. Please keep us as Vesey Ward!!!
Many thanks for you consideration.
Philip Pollock
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 15:30
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham Wards

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Anita Poole
Sent: 08 February 2016 15:29
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Wards
Dear Sir/Madam,
I wish to object to the current proposed ward changes in Birmingham ‐ specifically the Edgbaston Ward.
I currently live in Vernon Rd in North Edgbaston and under your current proposals my house will be moved to the
new ward of Summerfield.
Firstly, I would like to state that as far as I am aware there has been no proper consultation on the proposed
changes. As a directly affected house owner, I haven't received any communication whatsoever. There hasn't been a
letter, knock on the door or phone call to explain proposed changes that will have a huge impact on the community I
live in. Indeed my first knowledge of these proposals came last week during the process of trying to sell my house in
Vernon Rd to move to another house in Edgbaston. We had buyers, an offer on the table only for them to pull out
last week due to hearing about the proposed ward changes and how Vernon Rd would now become part of
'Summerfield'. They currently have a house in Edgbaston and wanted to stay in Edgbaston which they thought they
were doing. I think you cite in your proposals that there is no evidence that house prices and property sales would
be adversely affected by the ward changes. Having just been on the receiving end of evidence to the contrary I
would suggest you need to take a more thorough approach in gathering evidence. In fact I wonder if due process has
been carried out in this regard at all and exactly what research has been undertaken to lead you to this view? My
estate agent (fine and country) would be more than happy to confirm my very real experience and to assist you in
gathering evidence on the effect of property prices and sales. Moreover I have joined, as of today, the Save North
Edgbaston as part of Edgbaston group and believe they have letters from 2 other estate agents in the area that
support the view that, as a result of these ward changes, house prices and sales in North Edgbaston will be adversely
affected. I think you may have mislead a huge majority of residents if you imply research has been undertaken when
indeed it hasn't.
Secondly, I gather the proposed ward changes are due to a desire to cut the size of wards and reduce the number of
councillors per ward. The ward changes then have been proposed and redrawn on 'a sense of identity and
belonging' with the Hagley Rd being the 'natural' cut off from Edgbaston. Whilst I do concede that the Hagley Rd is a
major Rd in the area I do not agree that it is a natural cut off and dictates the identity of the houses and families that
surround it. I cross the Hagley Rd several times a day. Spend far more of my time in the proposed Edgbaston area
than I do in your proposed Summerfield Ward area. My children were born at the Women's hospital in Edgbaston,
they go to school in Edgbaston, the families, friends they socialise with, all live in Edgbaston. My day to day life
centres on Edgbaston and I know for a fact that the the families, the community around me all do the same. We
identify socially, culturally, historically with Edgbaston, to then sever that tie and remove it to a new ward that has
no social, cultural or historical identity whatsoever and would be as far as I can tell a mishmash of bits of other
wards that have very little in common, seems ridiculous. Furthermore to say that we then have more of an identity
with this non‐place as opposed to the ward we all, work, eat out, socialise and go to school in is ludicrous. If you
wish to redraw wards, make Harborne a ward (that is a community in itself) and keep North Edgbaston in Edgbaston
where it belongs ‐ on every level.
1

Yours faithfully
Anita Poole
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
11 January 2016 09:31
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Moseley Boundary

From: Charlie Poole
Sent: 09 January 2016 13:39
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Moseley Boundary

Hi,
The Moseley boundary is completely wrong. This new boundary would remove the heart of Moseley,
Moseley Village, from Moseley.
This is happening mere months after being called "best place to live" etc due to Moseley Folk
Festival, Mostly Jazz, the farmers market, the arts market, St Mary's church, all the pubs and
restaurants. All these would now be classed as Balsall Heath, along with Moseley hospital and
Moseley police station, raising safety concerns for people who do not know the area well.
Houses which are currently in Moseley that get cast out here, will also find their market value fall
by being classed unfairly as balsall heath.
Please use some common sense here and move the western boundary west by approximately
500m. The southern boundary should also be moved to encompass Moseley bog.
Birmingham should be proud of Moseley, and should be expanding it if anything, not cutting it in
half and removing the heart.
Thanks,
Charles
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Personal Details:
Name:

Matthew Poole

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have one question: why? It seems totally unnecessary and the value of my house, which is
currently in Hall Green but would change to being in Tyseley, would reduce in value?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6384
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Poole

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The plans for Birmingham are utter nonsense, the traditional wards are being redrawn and
repositioned to exclude major landmarks and in some cases their focal points. I formerly object
to the plans for Hall Green, Erdington and Moseley on the basis that police and rail stations and
historical sites such as Sarehole Mill must remain in their recognised area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6381
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

John Porter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Not applicable

Comment text:
This is a very poor proposal as far as I am concerned. For my specific location, at
it assigns me to being a four Oak Ward resident, when by any rational means
it is clear we residentially have a very real association with Boldmere - it is Boldmere Gate of
Sutton Park. We as a family are living as part of that Boldmere community Moreover the
redrawing of the ward boundaries seems to me to be a costly exercise that echives nothing
positive but only confuses further a largely disenfranchised electorate. It seems unnecessary,
untimely and regressive work. I am not impressed

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7070
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Personal Details:
Name:

michael Potter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Michael Potter Architect Ltd

Comment text:
I am responding to support the Balsall Heath Forum submission for a ward with boundaries
encompassing Balsall Heath and Highgate

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7608
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Personal Details:
Name:

Sally and Mike Potter Potter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We very strongly oppose the draft recommendations for the following reasons: A Moseley ward
boundary that does not encompass the two Moseley conservation areas is pulling apart an area
with over 150 years of historical cohesion and resources. If there is a ward called Moseley, it
makes no sense that it should not contain the centre of Moseley as it would actively sabotage
the approach that residents, businesses and the Council have taken to economic development in
this part of the city. Moseley is not just its buildings, its parks and its streets. It is its people
and what we do, how we shape ourselves around the physical space. We organize ourselves
around the shared locality of Moseley via groups such as Moseley Forum (including Moseley in
Lights), Moseley interfaith Group, Moseley Festival, Sustainable Moseley, Moseley Arts Market,
Moseley Farmers Market, Boseley B13 Magazine, all of which are vital to the area. It should be
obvious to any thinking person that the proposals would undermine this. If the proposals go
ahead, Moseley will be split between 5 different wards with six councillors. Moseley Village, Park
& Pool, Hospital, Parish Church & farmers Market will all be within a new Balsall Heath &
Cannon Hill ward. Balsall Heath Park will be in a new small Moseley ward! The 2 conservation
areas will be split in half, with part of the St Agnes Conservation area being in Kings Heath
ward. Parts of the Moor Green area will be in a Stirchley ward. This will have direct implications
for the many community groups in Moseley which will end up having to work with 6 councillors
over 5 different wards, all of whom will, clearly, have competing priorities from their respective
wards. In addition, our many small independent businesses will not have a recognisable identity
within the City Council structure and will also be competing with areas with differing problems
and needs. Does this really make sense? In human terms, you might as well say to a thriving
and happy family, we're sorry but we've decided to split you all up up and we know you may
not like it but we think it will be better and easier for us and fits our political agenda. Just
because it works on paper doesn't mean it works in human terms and destroying communities
at a time when it is more important than ever for people to work together and support each
other, makes no sense at all except to bureaucrats who have forgotten what it's like to live in
the real world.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6503
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Personal Details:
Name:

William john Powell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in on the edge of the old village of Yardley which under your proposals is set to be
named Stechford East. it makes no sense to me that the heart of Yardley iincluding the
village,church and most of Yardley shops at the nearby Yew tree shipping centre will fall into
East Stechford whereby surrounding areas that technically aren't Yardley will fall into west and
east Yardley, Blakesley Hall an outstanding example of medieval building will sit in West
Stechford ! I have visited a number of homes in close proximity to my home to gather a
petition to reject the proposals. 99 % of the people I have spoke to are angry and disappointed
at the proposals and feel it will have a negative impact on the area Yardley has a history of
more than 1000 years and we should do everything possible to preserve and promote its
origins.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6962
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
14 January 2016 15:55
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission wants to scrap Yardley, Birmingham

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: powney robin
Sent: 14 January 2016 15:45
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission wants to scrap Yardley, Birmingham
To whom it may concern,
I refer to your proposed plans to change the ward boundaries in Birmingham.
I live in Yardley, which dates back to before the Doomsday Book and has a church that is almost 1,000 years old in
the middle of the first Conservation Area in Birmingham.
At the moment this area is the ward named Stechford and Yardley North. The name of the new ward is Stechford
East, although the majority of this ward area is actually Yardley. This ward is in a group of four wards with names
that don't truly represent the areas that they cover: Stechford East, Stechord West, Yardley East and Yardley West.
As I have already pointed out Stechford East is mostly Yardley, Yardley East is mostly Acocks Green and Yardley West
is mostly Tyseley.
Residents of all these areas are probably as loyal to the areas they live in as me. Yardley, Acocks Green and Tyseley
are names of long standing within Birmingham and from earlier times as well.
It would seem that whoever came up with the names of these new ward areas has no knowledge or understanding
of the areas in which we live and how proud we are of them.
I hope that the consultation period that ends on the 4.2.16 is something that will be respected and the views of
those concerned are taken into account before a final decision is made.
I would be more than willing to attend any public meeting in relation to this issue.
Yours,
Robin and Janet Powney,
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
21 January 2016 07:58
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary changes HALL GREEN

Importance:

High

From: Dawn Prentice
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 6:26 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes HALL GREEN
Importance: High

FAO The Review Officer (Birmingham)
I live at
and in September 2016 I will have lived here for 34 years. My home was built in
1912. My two daughters went to school in Hall Green. I am very unhappy about the proposed boundary
changes as I believe that the area has now, and has had for hundreds of years, its own identity as Hall
Green. It is important to note that Hall Green isn't Tyseley.
Whilst in recent years the Hall Green community has changed demographically, there is still a great sense of
community and this needs to be nurtured to ensure community cohesion in the longer term. Despite the fact
that the population has grown significantly in the last 10 years, the number of Hall Green Representatives is
to be split, which will have an impact on individuals and the community as a whole for a variety of reasons.
I am a strong believer in democracy and making changes in the face of so much opposition from people who
live in the area must surely be undemocratic!?
I am only one of a significant proportion of Hall Green residents who feel very strongly about the proposed
changes, however, the collective voice of this community intends to be heard.
Dawn Prentice
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Name:

Matt Prentice

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
A number of the proposed boundaries seem to have been drawn up without regard for local
historical, cultural and social geographies. AN example of this is the village centre of Moseley
and Moseley Pool and Park not being included in the new Moseley boundary. The Moseley
community, like neighbouring Balsall Heath is socially and culturally active about the
development of the local area, examples including the community forum, farmers market and
music festivals. It seems illogical to begin a, much needed process of boundary drafting without
first considering the cultural and social makeup of different areas. For example the monthly
Moseley Famers Market would, under these proposals now be in Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill,
as would the Moseley Folk Festival. Although arbitrary political boundaries might seem
inconsequential to local social actives such as these generations of social upheaval have
demonstrated that the name of a thing can have important shaping and structuring powers.
These draft plans should be revised as a whole to consider the social and cultural hubs in the
city as valuable assets for helping to promote the form of locally centred politics that the this
boundary redrafting is in response to. Birmingham's strength is in the multiplicity of values,
cultures and social views that have congregated to form the small communities that make up
the diversity of Birmingham; celebrate this.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Presswood

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have reviewed your draft proposals for Birmingham and in respect of my local area and
community I am utterly, utterly bemused by what has been proposed. Your own website states
that, amongst other thngs, an aim of the review is to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects
the interests and identities of local communities. In respect of Balsall Heath, Sparkbrook,
Sparkhill and Moseley you singularly fail. What you propose is completely at odds with the
dynamics of this part of the city, the communities based here and the basic geograpgy of the
area. All communities exist around centres or nodes of community assets. in Balsall Heath these
are the shops and facilities around the middle portion of Edward Road and including the shops
and extensive community facilities on the A435/Moseley Road which are not part of Sparkbrook.
Sparkbrook is centred on the sTratford Road north of Sparkhill and the top end of Ladypool
Road, noth of Highgate Road. Moseley is is the shopping area centred in the junctioiin between
B4217/Salisbury Road and A435/Alcester Road. Further afield Sparkhill has A34/Stratford Road
and Kings Heath has its High Street. However when it comes to the proposed boundaries you
do not respect these communities and in particular you place the shopping/community
hubs/centres of BOTH Balsall Heath AND Moseley into the same ward, which also covers the
sparsely populated Cannon Hill park area. At the same time the ward you call Moseley does not
actually contain ANY of the shops/community facilities/churches or other places of worship that
exisit, on the ground, in the place that is Moseley and has been since Victorian times! You
show Sparkhill North as a relatively small area, which is logical given that it is fairly densley
populated. It is therefore quite bizzare to see Sparkbrook shown on the consultation map as an
area that is about three times the size of Sparkhill North; the population densities are probably
very similar. It would make far more sense to make Sparkhill North & South a little larger on
their eastern boundary, perhaps by using Belle Walk & the top of Billelsey Lane as the
boundary with Moseley, extending Moseley further west right through to the Pershore Road and
incorporating the unpopulated Cannon Hill Park into a renamed Moseley & Cannon Hill.
Edgbaston Road and Cromer Road then should form the boundary with Balsall Heath to the
north, which is extended eastwards to the railway line or possibly as far as Ladypool Road if
needs be. Highgate Road would form part of the northern edge of Balsall Heath. The railway
line between Sparkbrook and Balsall Heath forms an obvious feature between these
communities because it is elevated above road level, with limited road crossings beneath. This
is in contrast to your current selection of the railway line further south as the western edge of
your draft Moseley ward because the railway line here is in deep cutting and therefore is not an
obvious feature on the lanscape nor does it act as a separator between communities. One
further, minor change that I would recommend would be to make the boundary between Kings
Heath and Moseley follow Dyott Road and St Agness Road right though to Yardley Wood Road.
This avoids the rather daft 'finger' in Moseley down towards Billesley. In order to respect the
aims behind your boundary review it is essential that you revise your draft proposals so that
the community of Moseley (ie the shops, churches, community facilities and businesses that are
physically located IN MOSELEY form part of a ward called Moseley.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Robert Prew
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Postcode:
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Comment text:
Please see the attached docunent

Uploaded Documents:
Download
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Submission in response to the Local Government Boundary Commission’s Draft
Recommendations on the new electoral arrangements for Birmingham City Council
Mr. R.D. Prew
I have lived in King's Heath for over 40 years and during this time have been a
committee member of King's Heath Neighbourhood (now Residents) Forum and
King's Heath Business Association, a director of King's Heath Centre Partnership
and King's Heath Business Improvement District and a co-organiser of the King's
Heath Floral Trail and King's Heath Walk of Fame.
1.

Summary

1.1

I very strongly welcome the draft proposal that King's Heath should be a separate
electoral ward. The area which is commonly identified as King's Heath is currently
split between 3 local government wards and 2 parliamentary constituencies and has
not received the attention from the Council that it deserves and requires.

1.2

For too long King's Heath has been treated administratively as a suburb of Moseley
when it has a much larger shopping and commercial centre.

1.3

But the area residents think of as King's Heath includes the whole of
Brandwood Ward. Brandwood Ward is an artificial administrative creation that
should be abolished and combined with King's Heath to create a single two member
King's Heath ward

2.

The Boundary For A New Enlarged King's Heath Ward

2.1

The Boundary for the new enlarged King's Heath Ward should be the boundary of
the area served by King's Heath Residents Forum. The Forum carried out a public
consultation about which boundary should be recognised for King's Heath when it
was first established in the early 1990s and again when there was a major
renewal of the Forum in 2011. The 2011 consultation was conducted through a
number of well attended public meetings, comments through social media and a
facilitated final public meeting at which a number of options were considered. The
option which won overwhelming support is now the area which the Forum
serves (attached) and is almost exactly the area continuously served by the Forum
since the 1990's.

2.2

The area is centred around the A435 major arterial route, King's Heath High Street
and shopping centre. In comparison with the draft Boundary Commission proposals
it goes further south to include Cocks Moors Woods Leisure Centre and Golf
Course, and south east along Hollybank Road to include King's Heath Boys School
and does not include some of the streets to the north east. It does include a lot of
streets clustered around the A435 which are parts of the current Brandwood and
Billesley wards where people very strongly identify themselves as belonging to
King's Heath and see the current local government wards as artificial
administrative creations.

2.3

I would recommend that this area is considered as the basis for a new 2 Member
King's Heath Ward.

3.

The Need For A Separate King's Heath Ward

3.1

King's Heath should never have been treated administratively as a suburb of
Moseley and artificially divided into three wards and two constituencies.

3.2

King's Heath is the largest shopping centre in South Birmingham . It is also the third
biggest shopping centre in the City and has a vibrant Business Improvement
District.

3.3

It is very well served by a network of bus services including very frequent 50 and
35 bus routes into the city centre and outwards, and also by the outer circle 11 bus
route comes through King's Heath centre making it a comprehensive transport
hub.

3.4

King's Heath is also a real centre for community with local cafes, pubs, restaurants
and music venues bringing people together. Other organisations and centres
include the Baptist Church, St Duncan’s Catholic Church, Station Road Mosque,
King's Heath Public Library, King's Heath Residents Forum, King's Heath
Transition, King's Heath Business Association, King's Heath Walk Of Fame,
King's Heath
Floral Trail, King's Heath Local History Society, All Saints Centre and
Church
including the relatively recently created King's Heath Village Square at the
junction of the High Street and Vicarage Road. There are also many schools in
King's Heath which are very significant as part of the local community.
4.

The Need for Highbury Park to be included in King's Heath Ward

4.1

Highbury Park is a major feature of King's Heath and I would strongly argue for it to
be part of a King's Heath Ward.

4.2

Local residents, businesses and the City Council created King's Heath Centre
Partnership to improve King's Heath. One of it's first initiatives was to establish the
10,000 step King's Heath Floral Trail linking Highbury Park with King's Heath Park
and the shopping centre.

4.3

Highbury Park was part of King's Heath’s Floral Trail which came third in the
national Britain In Bloom awards in 2013. King's Heath Centre Partnership and
King's Heath Business Improvement District have also paid for a community
noticeboard in the park and helped create a Hay Meadow within Highbury Park as
well as providing a number of other planting schemes The park is supported in a
number of ways by volunteers from King's Heath (e.g. Community Orchard project,
planting, litter-picking etc). Residents of King's Heath recognise it as one of
their parks intrinsically linked to King's Heath High Street and shopping centre.

4.4

Clearly it is also a resource for a wider area but is very much serviced in practical
ways by the activities of volunteers from King's Heath.

5.

Conclusion and Recommendation

A single 2 member King's Heath Ward should be created including most of the proposed
King's Heath Ward excluding the area east of School Road and Springfield Road but
including the whole of the proposed Brandwood Ward which should cease to exist.
Robert Prew
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be given by this new ward either at the proposed council or potentially parliamentary level. 2.2 Head Count Summerfield headcount statistics appear to indicate
that the new ward would be larger than new Edgbaston so the proposal appears to fail on this count. I would also observe that Summerfield has much greater
housing growth potential than the heavily built environment of the new Edgbaston so this disparity could grow. 2.3 Benefit to the Electorate It is not possible to
see how the Electorate of North Edgbaston within Summerfield will be fairly represented. The saving of 1 or 2 ward councillors to the Birmingham City Council
cost base is a very minor saving when compared to the impact on the electorate and has no returning benefit to the locality. Indeed it is detrimental to the
interests of the Electorate of North Edgbaston to lose its Edgbaston nomination. It is noted that the business premises of Edgbaston that fall north of the Hagley
Road have been included inside the proposed Edgbaston ward however residents have not. This indicates that businesses have been able to make a case for their
need to remain in Edgbaston however, we note that they do not form part of the Electorate so this appears discriminatory to the residents who are the
Electorate. There is no balance in the proposals for the residents. Question 3 – Appropriateness of the Proposed Names The proposed ward name of Summerfield
does not in any way reflect the portion of the ward that was previously Edgbaston. Nor does it reflect its other new wards of Winson Green or parts of Harborne
etc. Summerfield has limited meaning to anyone other than those clustered around the Park of the same name. If has no recognition value to the residents
where I live in Edgbaston. In the event that there are appropriate grounds to decline the continuation of “North Edgbaston” within the Edgbaston Ward, which I
would contest, Summerfield has far less resonance than Edgbaston Reservoir or North Edgbaston. However, those names would best suit a small one councillor
ward as they do not cover what is currently part of Winson Green. If the boundaries can’t be changed, I strongly suggest that the area should be named North
Edgbaston, not Summerfield.
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Comment text:
I live on
in Edgbaston (
and would be moved to a new ward with the
proposed name of "Summerfield". 1. Local Community: I have lived in Edgbaston for the last 7
years (before that Harborne for 6 years). My entire social life is based around Edgbaston and
Harborne - my friends live there, I play tennis at Edgbaston Priory Club and I shop in these
areas. I never venture to the rest of the area earmarked for the proposed Summerfield ward.
The proposed boundary change will therefore mean I am moved to a new ward with voters
whom I do not have anything in common with. I will therefore be separated from my local
community. This also makes little sense from a governance point of view - how will a councillor
be able to effectively represent such differing views without alienating a significant proportion of
those they are tasked to represent? 2. Electoral equality: Whilst I understand that this exercise
is driven by reducing numbers, it ought not to be at the cost of amalgamating disparate
communities purely to fit the maths (see point 1 above). 3. Summerfield means nothing to me
(the park bearing the same name is a place in the opposite direction to where I socialise etc).
If Edgbaston cannot be retained, then "North Edgbaston" would be a second best alternative as
this at least retains the historical name of the area.
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Comment text:
Dear Commissioner, In response to your proposal to move the Birmingham boundaries I would
like to make the following submission. By way of background, I currently live on
in Edgbaston and would be moved to a new ward with the proposed name of "Summerfield".
Bearing in mind the three points that you are grading your responses against: 1. Local
Community: I moved to Edgbaston when I was 8 years old and have lived here for most of the
40 years of my life. I schooled in Harborne and Edgbaston, I play sport at Edgbaston Priory
club, Edgbaston Golf club and Edgbaston Cricket ground. When I socialise, I do so in
restaurants and pubs in Edgbaston, Harborne, Moseley and the city centre. Most importantly,
my friends and peers live mainly in Edgbaston and Harborne, and ONLY in that direction. The
proposed boundary change will place me in a new ward with voters whom I do not know or
socialise with or indeed have any degree in common with. I am very strongly against the
proposal to divide the community with which I have a happy long standing history, I find this
grossly unfair and I politely request that it cease. From a councillor's point of view, attempting
to manage a ward and represent a body of people with such a differing spectrum of ideals and
values would prove to be a near impossible task, far more difficult than it would be if we were
left within our current ward of Edgbaston. 2. Electoral equality: Whilst I understand that this
exercise is borne of a numbers requirement, it ought not to be one that means that disparate
communities are grouped together purely to fit this numeric requirement. This can only be
detrimental to the democratic process of governing the wards, and the apparent "hacking off" of
ward parts across the city and suburbs appears to illustrate that only numbers are being
considered currently. Knock on effects show parts of Harborne being dumped in Edgbaston,
parts of Edgbaston being dumped in Summerfield, and a general ripple effect of shifting
boundaries that represent only head count driven considerations, and not the makeup of the
human beings in the ward. This is not beneficial to the electorate in any way for the purposes
of improving their representation within a council. 3. Whilst I understand that Summerfield park
is likely to have been used as the commission's driver for the proposed name, for me
personally this represents literally nothing aside from a bargain supermarket chain! Whilst my
preference ENTIRELY is to stay within a ward of my peers and social group, if pushed to
suggest a superior name, it would be "North Edgbaston". I understand that the Kerslake report
suggests that Birmingham City Council needs to lose 19 councillors to apparently operate more
efficiently, but carving up the city with little consideration of the people who make up the
communities is pure folly and will not achieve the aim it desires. I would also like to note that
I am disgusted with the lack of notification that the residents have received that this
consultation was underway. Fortunately, as a community, we are an excellent network of
residents who care about each other, and the word has been spread. It is VERY disappointing
that this was not driven by the council, commission or any of the representation that we
currently have in our ward. Regards Jon
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Comment text:
I whole heartedly object to the removal of part of edgbaston and forcing it into a new ward
called Summerfield. This change does not meet even the aims stated by the official proposal for
this change: "we also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and
identities of local communities as well as promoting effective local government. In order to
achieve these aims, we need to re-draw ward boundaries across the city council." I can object
to this because the demographic buying into any area of edgbaston is very different to that in
the other areas you propose to bundle north edgbaston with. Therefore this change will not in
any way 'reflect the interests and identities' of those in this new ward! I feel that if this change
goes ahead to move north edgbaston into a new ward with some very demographically different
areas I will be disadvantaged by being removed from a community that more closely aligned
with my own interests and demographic. Edgbaston should stay as edgbaston because people
who live there today have bought into that area because of its history, it's culture and its type
of people. I an saddened to think this has been considered by the council- Edgbaston as a
place has meaning and heritage. Something which Birmingham does not have much of- the city
itself is thought of poorly by the rest of the U.K.- butt of many jokes. Edgbaston is one of few
bham areas that is known by the rest of the U.K. And in a good way. I am proud to say I am
representing edgbaston to the rest of the U.K. . I would be mortified to have to say I am
representing this new area- it means nothing and the areas you are dumping in with the north
edgbaston area are so different in community, affluence and all demographics that it will be
impossible for any councillor to representative views of such a diverse group of communities.
Therefore proving ineffective and pointless. I do not want my vote to no longer count because
of being lost within this fragmentation. Birmingham has bigger issues to solve than messing
around with ward changes and spreading councillors around. If you want to meet your aim of
having a councillor represent a cohesive community of likeminded, similar interest groups, I
recommend you keep Edgbaston together.
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Comment text:
I strongly object to the area of Yardley losing it's name. This area along with it's ancient Parish
Church dates back many hundreds of years whereas Stechford is a relatively new area. The
History of our country and our regions is something that Americans are particularly envious of,
and something we should cherish. Bt all means change boundaries buy please retain the word
Yardley.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
21 January 2016 11:07
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall Green boundary change

Importance:

High

From: Sukie Purewal
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 9:59 AM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall Green boundary change
Importance: High
Dear whom this may concern,
Citizens of certain Hall Green roads have recently been aware that the council is considering changing the boundary
lines for Hall Green and Tyseley which is outrageous as by getting rid of the fundamental pillars like Hall Green
Community Church, Hall Green Train Station, Yorkmead Primary, Hall Green Secondary School, Sarehole Mill and the
Hall Green Parade you are single handily destroying our whole community and ripping out the heart beat of Hall
Green. Hall Green is known throughout the country and even abroad as that place where J. R. R. Tolkien wrote The
Lord of The Rings books so how can you consider removing such a huge part of our history?
I do hope this gets read and reviewed by the relevant people at hand who realise this is a grave error and there must
be different ways to achieve their objective by keeping Hall Green whole or either split into sections like North Hall
Green and South Hall Green, etc.
Kind Regards

Sukie Purewal

Countrywide
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Comment text:
Traditionally boundaries have been along rivers, thus the River Rea to the north and the old boundary of
Moseley along Belle Walk and Billesley Lane, along the edge of Kings Heath. In 1891 Balsall Heath,
administratively separate from the rest of Kings Norton in some areas of local government for several decades,
voted to become part of the City of Birmingham. Thereafter Moseley and Worcestershire had their northern
boundary along Edgbaston Road and field-paths zigzagged east from Alcester Road to Stoney Lane just south
of the Barracks. Chestnut, Woodstock, and Anderton Park Roads were thus in Moseley, but the top end of
Trafalgar Road (north and east sides), Newport Road, and Birchwood Road and Crescent not. East of the
railway bottom-garden fences still define the boundary (adapted from
http://www.bgfl.org/bgfl/custom/resources_ftp/client_ftp/teacher/history/jm_jones/moseley/section_2/page1.htm)
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